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Two Poem Chimera

amazed by artists

Humbled Pedagogy

Creating

what is not yet among others
reifying imagination encouraging
reinterpreting reality studying
making them more so working for what might be
making them less so from what is not yet
compelled, i should try

that

studying paths

left in traces made by others
compositions memory
constructions story

try, tentatively.

pencil to paper, tentative strokes try, hesitantly.
translating life; dark juxtaposed light actions noted, ordered, and memorized
calling it line scripting life with over-made plans
brush drenched water waves of color void of context
self steeped in subject forming for

enthusiastically intentionally

transforming flat plane into space with color
translating black ink words on paper with life — into life
Making imagination into reality

The accident, Failure to be avoided
Another? Again?
Another!

retain it
Recreate it!

Trusting Conditions from accidents

Art Pedagogy

Another — Again — crafting Openings